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Cylinder Cast  
Digital Wrap Film

MetaWrap is manufactured differently to other  
wrapping films. That’s why it’s better. That’s why  
it reset’s wrapping’s economics.  

MetaWrap is used by those who are on wrapping’s 
learning curve and by those with years of experience  
who appreciate the MetaWrap difference. 

MetaWrap comes in a selection of variations  
with specialist adhesives and added features making  
it suitable for a huge range of applications where 
performance and trust are critical.

MetaWrap MD-X 
Cylinder Cast Digital Wrap Film with MetaScape

Developed to flow and conform over the most 
challenging surfaces. Supplied with the MetaScape 
air release adhesive system to allow quick and 
easy application on compound curves as well as 
moderate recesses. The grey blockout adhesive 
ensures vibrant graphics and minimal substrate 
show through, as well as clean removal.  

MetaWrap MD-XB 
Cylinder Cast Digital Wrap Film

Developed with full coverage adhesive making it 
suitable for deeper channels and recesses, and 
the most challenging surfaces. The Apex adhesive 
system give assurance of high performance and 
trouble free application. The film offers high 
levels of dimensional stability, and brilliant colour 
reproduction. MD-XB is also available as MD-X-105 
Clear Gloss, supplied with Apex clear adhesive. 

Interested in learning how to wrap?

Vehicle wrapping is continuing to grow in popularity and represents an attractive commercial opportunity for  
those with the skills needed to do the job. Metamark sponsors various Vehicle Wrap Courses in the UK, that are an 
excellent way to gain hands-on wrap experience, as well as useful tips and tricks. 

For information on Vehicle Wrap Courses visit our website or contact our customer services team on 0345 345 5645. 
You can also view our application guide videos on our Metamark You Tube channel - Metamarkuk.
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MetaWrap MD-X

Face Film Cylinder Cast Film

Gauge 50 micron

Adhesive MetaScape Grey Solvent-Based 
 with Air Channels

Liner Structured PE Layflat Liner

Durability* 7 Years

Fire Rating Self-extinguishing

Roll Widths 760mm / 1370mm / 1600mm

Roll Lengths 25m / 50m

MetaWrap MD-XB

Face Film Cylinder Cast Film

Gauge 50 micron

Adhesive Permanent Grey Solvent-Based

Liner Layflat PE Liner

Durability* 7 Years

Fire Rating Self-extinguishing

Roll Widths 760mm / 1370mm / 1600mm

Roll Lengths 25m / 50m

*Durability – 7 years (unprinted). Vertical exposure under Northern 
European conditions. For other regions and climates, refer to our full 
Durability Guide found on our website.

Specifications



Warranty: Metamark (UK) Limited warrants to its customer that graphics and markings produced using Metamark Digital Media will remain in satisfactory condition for a term no 
less than that defined in the technical literature. If within the term as outlined, Metamark, at its sole discretion, judges that graphics and markings produced using its materials have 
suffered unacceptable degradation, Metamark will provide sufficient materials to enable the production of replacement graphics or markings. Metamark further warrants that its 
materials will be supplied free of defects incurred in manufacturing and undertakes to replace, free of charge, any materials it judges to be defective upon examination.  
For full warranty information, visit www.metamark.co.uk/support/metamark-warranty

Performance you can trust

Choose Metamark

Metamark materials are trusted by the world’s leading 
producers of signs and graphics. They are specified by 
leading brands’ managers and are insisted on when  
looking for quality and value. 

Customer Satisfaction and Value

We build relationships and we’re prepared to listen, so  
we ensure our products and services better reflect your 
needs and technical requirements. We manage every 
element of your experience in working with us, from 
product performance to state of the art order processing.

Technical Leadership

Our class leading manufacturing, selection and  
conversion control processes guarantee the highest 
standard of quality, technical compatibility and  
consistency. Metamark’s technical leadership is 
delivered as standard with every product we sell. 
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